RUTGERS DAY
Experience New Jersey’s State University
Saturday, April 30, 2016
10 a.m.–4 p.m.

Rutgers University–New Brunswick
Welcome to Rutgers Day
Explore our proud history as a colonial college and our bright future as a comprehensive research institution. Whether you’re a first-time guest or a frequent visitor, we invite you to get reacquainted with our great university and have some fun along the way! This year marks the 250th anniversary of Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, with expanded programming at Rutgers University–Camden, Rutgers University–New Brunswick, and Rutgers University–Newark. Rutgers Day also coincides with Alumni Weekend, hosted by the Rutgers University Alumni Association at all three regional locations.

Pitch In
We have set an ambitious goal: keep all waste generated during Rutgers Day out of landfills. Help us reach this goal by placing your recyclables and compostables in the appropriate containers located throughout each campus.

General Information & Map Key

Program Locations
Find the general location of specific programs by matching it with the red circled number on the campus maps.

Information Tents
Your destination for questions, directions, campus maps, first aid requests, and other assistance.

Parking
Rutgers lots designated on the maps are open and free. Buses should park on the Livingston Campus.

Rutgers Day Bus Transportation
The free Rutgers Day Bus Loop runs continuously to the Busch, College Avenue, and Cook/Douglass campuses, with a northbound stop at Liberty Street and a southbound stop at New Street in downtown New Brunswick. Please note that only official guide dogs for the seeing or hearing impaired are allowed on Rutgers buses.

Livingston Shuttle
This shuttle runs regularly between the Busch and Livingston student centers.

Alumni Shuttle
Bus transportation to and from the Heldrich and Hyatt hotels is available for Alumni Weekend attendees.

First Aid and Emergency Services
Assistance is available at the information tents as well as from Rutgers Day staff and public safety personnel. Emergency phones are located throughout our campuses. Call the Rutgers Police at 732-932-7211 or dial 911.

Lost Persons and Items
Immediately report a lost person to the nearest information tent or to any Rutgers Day staff member in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt. You can also call the Rutgers Police at 732-932-7211. Report or bring lost items to the nearest information tent.

Restrooms
Restrooms are available in all buildings open for Rutgers Day. (Open buildings indicated in blue on campus maps.)

Dining
Each campus offers dining halls and food vendors.

Performance Stages
Stages feature premier entertainment all day long!

Alumni Weekend Programs
Scarlet Headquarters for alumni on each campus offer the opportunity to catch up with old friends, enjoy refreshments and activities, and get information about Alumni Weekend events. (See inside back cover for more information.)

Accessibility
All Rutgers Day buses and most Rutgers buildings (except historic buildings) are wheelchair accessible. Passenger golf cart shuttles are available in some areas of the Busch and Cook/Douglass campuses for visitors with mobility issues. Look for the shuttle stops on each campus map.

Photography and Videography
Photographs and videos taken at Rutgers Day may appear in our publications and website. By attending Rutgers Day, you grant Rutgers all rights to use these photos and videos in any medium and for all purposes that support the mission of the university. Please let our photographer or videographer know if you do not want your image taken.
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Busch Campus

Busch Student Center Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
2016 Senior Design Exhibition 1
Multipurpose Room and The Cove
Marvel at the talents of Rutgers mechanical and aerospace engineering students. School of Engineering, Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering BSC-357

Appy Hour with kite+key 1
Every hour kite+key, the Rutgers Tech Store, demonstrates a new app for your tablet or iPad. Continual sessions throughout the day. kite+key, the Rutgers Tech Store BSC-204

Career Corner 1
Speak with Rutgers students about careers in human resources and labor and employment relations. Quizzes, photo booth, and prizes, too. School of Management and Labor Relations BSC-712

Children’s Creative Learning Center 1
Enjoy coloring activities and craft booths relating to children’s learning, education, and day care. Children’s Creative Learning Center BSC-305

K–12 Makerspace Mashup 1
Fireside Lounge

Know Your Rights at Work 1
Fill out a quiz on workers’ rights. The highest scorers receive a prize. School of Management and Labor Relations BSC-710

Meet the University Swimming Association 1
Discover this best-kept secret: a Rutgers community swim club and children’s swim team right on campus! University Swimming Association, Inc. BSC-271

Picture Yourself as a Revolutionary Learner with Rutgers Online 1
Fireside Lounge
Pose for a picture and travel 250 years back in history. Learn why Rutgers’ online degrees are revolutionary! Center for Online & Hybrid Learning and Instructional Technologies BSC-525

Planning and Building the Future Campus 1
International Lounge
Preview Rutgers 2030, the physical master plan for Rutgers University—New Brunswick and see displays highlighting projects currently under construction. Campus planners and architects answer questions and share exhibit boards. Office of Planning, Design, and Development, University Facilities and Capital Planning BSC-431

Rutgers Refuels: Alternative Energy Vehicles 1
Lot 59
Talk with electric and low-carbon car enthusiasts and learn how Rutgers’ solar farms support these vehicles. School of Engineering, Center for Advanced Infrastructure and Transportation BSC-358

Rutgers Upward Bound 1
Learn about this support and education resource that keeps high school students on track for college admission and success. Student Access and Educational Equity BSC-628

Virtual Rutgers: Making Reality 1
Fireside Lounge
Explore Rutgers architecture, history, and student creations through 3-D printing and game technologies that make the virtual real. Center for Online & Hybrid Learning and Instructional Technologies BSC-568

Donate a Photo and Make a Difference
Help support Rutgers students studying in health care-related fields. For every photo donated through the Donate a Photo app, Johnson & Johnson will give Rutgers $1 toward need-based scholarships for these students. To donate a photo, download the app and upload one photo of your choice per day. Look for the Donate a Photo exhibit in the Life Sciences Area.

Engineering Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Bridges to Prosperity 1
Build a really cool marshmallow-and-toothpick bridge to win a candy bar. Bridges to Prosperity Rutgers Chapter BEA-702

Bubbles with Science 1
Have fun with bubbles while learning the science behind making them. Society of Women Engineers BEA-581

Concrete Canoe and Steel Bridge 1
See what students are creating with innovative materials and designs. School of Engineering, American Society of Civil Engineers BEA-395

Electrical and Computer Engineers in Action 1
Recharge your imagination! See how Rutgers engineers everything from wireless systems to green energy and virtual reality. School of Engineering, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering BEA-415

Engineering BBQ 1
Dig in! Students are grilling hamburgers, veggie burgers, chicken, and more. School of Engineering BEA-361

Engineering Clean Drinking Water 1
How is drinking water treated before it reaches your tap? Hands-on demonstrations and displays. Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering BEA-527

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Where to Eat

The Busch Student Center features a food court and dining hall offering a cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $10.

Engineering BBQ is located in the Engineering Area.

Vendors are set up throughout the campus.

Engineering Science Fair
See how ideas are transformed from fantasy into reality by Rutgers’ engineering masterminds. School of Engineering BEA-360

Engineers Past, Present, and Future
Meet and greet Rutgers engineers (and prospective engineers!) and learn how SOE-EOF supports their success. School of Engineering—Educational Opportunity Fund BEA-316

Engineers Without Borders Water Supply Splash
Don’t be a drip! Take a water balloon challenge while learning about our projects in Camden, Guatemala, and Kenya. Engineers Without Borders BEA-199

Everyday Chemistry
See everyday chemistry in exciting new ways! School of Engineering, American Institute of Chemical Engineers BEA-399

Flight Simulator
Try out our flight simulator, and see our competition airframes! School of Engineering, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics BEA-550

Formula Race Car
See the Rutgers Formula Race Car, built and driven by engineering students! School of Engineering, Rutgers Formula Race Car BEA-355

Fun with Packaging Engineering
Games, rockets, and creative projects for kids and adults—all from packaging! Packaging Engineering Program BEA-203

Green Screen Getaway
Hill Center, room 116
Pose for a customized picture against a green screen, and bring home a keepsake print. Rutgers Office of Information Technology BEA-270

Hackerspace: Where the Future Will Be Fun!
Hill Center, rooms 248, 252, and 254
Visit Hackerspace, an amazing place where students collaborate on robotics, network security, electronics, 3-D makers, and other cool stuff. Department of Computer Science BEA-148

Industrial Engineering Senior Design
Check out feats of engineering: automated soccer trainer, tennis ball collector, basket weaver, and more! School of Engineering, Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering BEA-356

Interactive Artificial Aorta—Design Software
Experience a free blood pressure screening like never before using interactive artificial aorta design software. School of Engineering, Department of Biomedical Engineering BEA-609

Journey to the Center of the Internet
Discover how the internet works with a variety of fun, interactive activities. Office of Information Technology; Help Desk BEA-319

Liquid Nitrogen Ice Cream
Chill out and watch our engineers make ice cream. Department of Materials Science and Engineering BEA-248

Make Ice Cream with MEET
This ice cream is more than a tasty treat—it’s a technical, critical thinking, and engineering feat! Minority Engineering Educational Task (MEET) BEA-424

Math and Music Midway
Hill Center lobby
Create fun expressions of math formulas, shapes, and symbols through interactive games from the Museum of Mathematics, for kids from toddlers to tweens. Department of Mathematics BEA-161

Mathematics Exhibit and Pi Café
Hill Center
Enjoy math-related children’s activities and yummy refreshments. Rutgers Undergraduate Mathematics Association BEA-507

One-by-One Atoms
Engineering Building A, room 117
See single atoms using one of the most powerful microscopes in the world. Institute for Advanced Materials, Devices, and Nanotechnology BEA-587

Paper-Penny Bridge
How many pennies can your bridge hold? Test your structural analysis skills by building a bridge using one sheet of paper. Chi Epsilon, Civil Engineering Honor Society BEA-509

Robot Mania
Meet the amazingly autonomous Tachikoma, challenge master gamer Tic-Tac-Toe AI, or fly a quadcopter drone. School of Engineering, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers BEA-394

Scarlet Headquarters for Alumni
Set a time to meet up with classmates and friends at Scarlet HQ: refreshments, photo booth, class-year buttons, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association BEA-159

Slime Time!
Ooey, gooey fun! Create your own slime with common household items. Theta Tau BEA-501

Solar Observation
Safely look directly at the sun through telescopes equipped with solar filters. Rutgers Astronomical Society BEA-401

Spreading Punjabi Culture
Celebrate Punjabi cultural traditions with henna, dance, turban tying, and a dholi (traditional drummer). Association of Punjabi Students at Rutgers University (APRU) BEA-351

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
**Engineering Area**
Programs listed by start time

1 p.m.

**School of Engineering Alumni**
Reception
Stop by for dessert and lemonade with your fellow engineers. Swap stories and swag! School of Engineering, Dean’s Office BEA-586

**Life Sciences Area**
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

**Alcohol and Its Effects**
Learn how alcohol changes your perception and coordination through hands-on activities. Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP), Office of Community Health, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-552

**Allied Health Fun and Games**
Drop by for kid-friendly games related to medicine and health care. Allied Health Professions Club, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-678

**American Sign Language: Dartboard Dash**
Take aim! Throw a dart for a chance to finger-spell a word. Or learn to sign a simple phrase and appear in our music video. American Sign Language Club BLSA-490

**Anesthesiology Workshop**
See demonstrations of ultrasound-guided anesthesia and video-assisted laryngoscopy. Department of Anesthesiology, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-226

**Biology Games**
Join life science majors and the biology adviser to play games, win prizes, and learn about science. Division of Life Sciences BLSA-363

**Biopharma Boombox Bingo!**
Get B-I-N-G-O and earn a chance to win an MP3 boombox. The Biopharma Educational Initiative, Clinical Trials Program, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-347

**Body Part Bean Bag Toss**
How’s your aim? Take a toss and win a prize. American Medical Student Association BLSA-191

**Business Bean Bag Toss**
Toss in R, B, and S bean bags—for Rutgers Business School—and win a prize. Rutgers Business School Office of Undergraduate Programs BLSA-178

**Business Price Is Right Game**
Leverage your business knowledge into prizes, and meet Rutgers student business leaders. Rutgers Business Governing Association BLSA-388

**Business Trivia with Delta Sigma Pi**
Test your business knowledge to win a prize. Delta Sigma Pi BLSA-524

**Cell Detectives**
Check out structures of normal and cancerous cells, and how they simulate items encountered in daily life. Cytotechnology Program, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-687

**Circle of Allied Health**
Visit the big tent to enjoy 14 programs showcasing the allied health professions. Games, prizes, health screenings, and more! School of Health Related Professions BLSA-694

**Connect to Research with SACNAS**
Calling all college students! Learn about STEM research opportunities, and find out how you can land a lab position. Society for the Advancement of Chicanos/Hispanics and Native Americans in Science (SACNAS) BLSA-348

**Consult Your Student Pharmacist**
Pharmacy students dispense useful advice on stress management, healthy eating, and exercise. Rutgers Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy, Student Chapter BLSA-194

**CSI: Rutgers**
Crime Scene Investigation 101: look for evidence in an outdoor crime scene and learn the latest techniques in forensic science. Program in Criminal Justice BLSA-300

**Data Analytics Lab Smart Mirror**
Test out the high-tech Smart Digital Mirror, and win amazing prizes. Data Analytics Labs BLSA-553

**DNA Sequencing and Genomic Medicine**
See genome sequencing technology at work and learn how it helps in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. Molecular Resource Facility, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-396

**Doctor for a Day Photo Booth**
Kids: dress up as a doctor, have your photo taken, and get a diploma. Office of the Dean, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-218

**Educational Programs for the Science Community**
From crash courses to boot camps to graduate school programs, learn about the many ways to teach and enjoy science. Institute for Quantitative Biomedicine BLSA-460

---

**Swing over to High Point Solutions Stadium at 12 p.m. for the Rutgers women’s lacrosse game against Michigan. Or hop on the Rutgers Day shuttle to the Livingston Campus to catch the Rutgers baseball team take on the Nebraska Cornhuskers on Bainton Field at 1 p.m.**

---

**Have a question?** Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Food Facts: See It to Believe It 15
Find out how much salt, sugar, and fat are in your favorite foods, and review the new U.S. Dietary Guidelines with Rutgers nutritional scientists. Department of Nutritional Sciences, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-690

Fun with Health Trivia 15
Play medical Jeopardy! with the school’s physician assistant team and test your health smarts. Physician Assistant Program, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-692

Funnel Cakes Can Make a Wish Come True 15
Enjoy a made-to-order funnel cake, and help support a child’s wish through the Make-a-Wish Foundation. Beta Gamma Sigma, Rutgers Business School BLSA-152

Gray Matters 15
Build a brain model and play games to learn about brain processing and learning. Department of Neuroscience and Cell Biology, Neuroconnections, Student Interest Group in Neurology BLSA-487

Growing Healthy 15
Plant seeds in little pots to grow your own healthy vegetables. Volunteer Opportunities in Community Engaged Service (VOICES), School of Public Health BLSA-350

Guess for Success & Raffles to Riches 15
Is your guess correct? You win a prize! Take a chance on a raffle, too. Rutgers Business School Office of Undergraduate Programs BLSA-153

Healthy Eating with SNPhA 15
Do you know how much sugar is in everyday foods? Meet our members and learn to make healthier choices. Student National Pharmaceutical Association (SNPhA) BLSA-200

Healthy Heart Check-Up 15
Stop by for blood pressure screenings and expert advice on lowering your risk of cardiovascular disease. Cardiac and Vascular Sonography Programs, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-676

Healthy Moms, Healthy Kids 15
Learn about maternal and child health through educational games. School of Public Health Maternal and Child Health Student Organization BLSA-752

How Flexible Are You? 15
Have your flexibility tested by physical therapy students. Prizes for those who pledge to be flexibly fit. Doctor of Physical Therapy Program, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-680

How to Become a Medical Student 15
Meet with Rutgers medical students for mini information sessions on medical school. Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP), Office of Community Health, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-559

How Well Do You Know Your Body? 15
Play games to learn about the nervous, cardiovascular, and respiratory systems. Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience BLSA-362

Inspiring South Asian Youth 15
Learn about the group’s mission to empower youth with the principles of leadership, service, and scholarship. Inspiring South Asian Youth BLSA-594

It’s Not Exactly Brain Surgery 15
Play a brain surgery game. Too much pressure? Keep calm with a brain stress ball. The Neurological Institute of New Jersey, Departments of Neurosurgery, Neurology, and Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-249

Jeopardy! with Alpha Kappa Psi 15
Play a game for candy, or enter a raffle to win a padfolio. Alpha Kappa Psi BLSA-511

K–12 Students: Connect to Rutgers! 15
Preview two Rutgers resources for the K–12 crowd: the Rutgers Pre-College Program Directory and the MyRutgersFuture student portal. Research and Enrollment Information Services BLSA-215

Marketing and Strategy Extravaganza 15
Play games, win prizes, and learn about marketing trends in the business world. Rutgers Association of Marketing and Strategy, Rutgers Business School BLSA-373

MBS: Science Meets Business 15
Learn how a Rutgers master of business and science (MBS) degree brings together master’s level study in science, technology, engineering, and math fields with a business-plus curriculum. Professional Science Master’s Program, Master of Business and Science BLSA-146

Molecular Candy Lab 15
Explore science at the molecular level by building DNA and other models with your favorite candy. RCSB Protein Data Bank and Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre BLSA-302

Network and Golf with Beta Alpha Psi 15
Practice your putting skills and learn more about this international honor organization for financial information students and professions. Rutgers Business Governing Association BLSA-791

Visit the Engineering Science Fair to experience how masterminds use their expertise to create a better, safer, and more sustainable world.

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Online Learning and Health Care  
Stop by for fun facts and expert insights. Department of Interdisciplinary Studies, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-683

Operation Medicine Cabinet: Prescription Drug Take-Back  
Bring unneeded medications to this prescription drug take-back location for safe disposal by law enforcement officials. Rutgers University Police Department BLSA-366

Oral Health Awareness  
Smile! Trivia games and tips on brushing, flossing, and a healthy mouth. Learn about admissions requirements and educational pipeline programs. Department of Community Health, School of Dental Medicine BLSA-211

Passion for Fashion  
Play a fashion trivia game, step into our photo booth, and learn more about careers in the fashion industry. Fashion Organization of Retail and Marketing BLSA-790

Pathways in the Health Professions  
Learn about Rutgers programs that prepare you for careers in the health professions. Games and prizes, too! School of Health Related Professions Enrollment Management BLSA-756

Pediatrics: Babies, Teens, and In Betweenes  
Keep kids healthy from birth through adolescence: expert advice plus games, activities, and giveaways. Department of Pediatrics, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-304

Penny Guessing Game  
Correctly guess the monetary value of the large jar of pennies to win a prize. Little Investment Bankers of Rutgers BLSA-508

Personal Finance Wheel of Fortune  
Show what you know about personal finance with a spin of the wheel. Rutgers Personal Finance Club BLSA-719

Pet Rock Workshop  
Create a gneiss little friend using rocks, stickers, googly eyes, and other fun accessories. Geology Club BLSA-647

Pharmacy Alumni Welcome  
Meet classmates, check out plans for our building addition, and spin the wheel to win great prizes. Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy BLSA-435

Pharmacy Mini Health Fair  
Get a mini health check and advice from pharmacists on nutrition and healthy lifestyles. Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy BLSA-433

Phi Chi Theta’s Olympic Hoops  
Toss a bean bag into an Olympic hoop and answer a question for a prize. Learn more about Phi Chi Theta. Phi Chi Theta BLSA-789

Pop a Balloon  
Pop a balloon to find a hidden prize. Management Consulting Association BLSA-792

Psychology and Your Brain  
Discover the amazing ways your brain works through fun demonstrations and hands-on activities. Department of Psychology BLSA-457

Public Health Game Booth  
How many germs do you have on your hand? Find out and play trivia games about public health. Student Government Association, School of Public Health BLSA-398

Remember Me? Best-Loved Children’s Books  
Book lovers of all ages connect over childhood favorites through trivia games, a photo booth, coloring station, and more. Reach Out and Read (ROAR) BLSA-675

RU Healthy?  
Get wellness screenings and info on nutrition, stress reduction, and the nursing profession. School of Nursing BLSA-295

RU Sweet Stop  
Decorate your own cupcake. Catering staff offer tips, techniques, and tasty toppings. Dining Services BLSA-239

Rutgers Business Carnival  
Enter cotton candy while playing business-themed, carnival-inspired games like Wheel of Business. Rutgers Business School Office of Undergraduate Programs BLSA-151

Rutgers Business School Wheel of Business  
Spin the wheel and answer a Rutgers trivia question correctly to win an awesome prize. Rutgers Business School Office of Undergraduate Programs BLSA-140

Rutgers Business Trivia Challenge  
Test your knowledge of corporations, globalization, and technology. Win cool RBS swag! ASCEND, Business Association of Supply Expertise, Business Information Technology Society, Rutgers University Business for Youth BLSA-515

Rutgers Chinese Yo-Yo Club  
Meet club members and experience Chinese culture. Rutgers Chinese Yo-Yo Club, Asian American Cultural Center BLSA-288

Rutgers New Jersey Medical School Admissions  
Explore your potential future as a medical student and physician, and learn about admission considerations. Office of Admissions, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-381

Rutgers Science Explorer  
Board the bus and discover exciting activities and laboratory exercises in the STEM disciplines. Office of STEM Education BLSA-227

Rutgers Science Explorer: Outbreak!  
Quick, before it’s too late! Identify the microbe causing the outbreak, using the same tests professionals do. Office of STEM Education BLSA-228

Rutgers Surgery: On the Cutting Edge  
Stay sharp! Participate in these fun-for-all-ages surgical activities. Department of Surgery, New Jersey Medical School BLSA-689

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Stop by the Big R Stage, located in the Life Sciences Area, to check out some of Rutgers’ premier performers! Take a selfie with the RevolUtionary monument.

Rutgers Utilities: Energy and Sustainability
See how Rutgers reduces its carbon footprint through conservation, renewable energy, and more. Learn how you can, too. University Facilities and Capital Planning BLSA-143

Sand and Scratch Art Station
Demonstrate your artistic flair and take home a masterpiece. Busch Residential Council BLSA-546

Sand Bracelets
What kind of leader are you? Create a sand bracelet with colors that reflect your leadership qualities. Rutgers PBL-Phi Beta Lambda BLSA-502

Scarlet Shark Tank
Spin a word wheel to inspire a business idea and pitch it to the student panel. Return to the booth at the end of the day to learn which pitches earned prizes. Rutgers Entrepreneurial Society BLSA-405

School of Health Related Professions Alumni Association
Meet members and take your best shot at winning fun Rutgers prizes. School of Health Related Professions Alumni Association BLSA-695

Sewing with Enactus
Make coin purses, friendship bracelets, and other fun items from leftover fabrics while learning how to put “waste” to good use. Enactus of Rutgers University BLSA-422

Sink Your Teeth into This!
Get tips for improving oral health care from dental students and educators. Department of Allied Dental Education, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-688

Skills of a Surgeon?
Steady! Test your surgical skills using a popular game. Alpha Epsilon Delta, National Premedical Honor Society BLSA-292

Slow Breathing for Better Health
Get instruction on slow breathing and learn how it improves heart rate, blood pressure, substance cravings, and more. Department of Psychiatry, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, and Center of Alcohol Studies BLSA-476

Solutions for Our Energy Future
Learn why Rutgers is at the forefront of alternative energy research, with expertise in science, engineering, economics, and policy. Rutgers Energy Institute BLSA-382

STEM + Arts = STEAM
Explore the role of art and design in the STEM fields, with colorful, chemoluminescent activities. STEAM (STEM + Arts) Club BLSA-516

Stem Cell Trivia Toss
Get three balls in a bucket for a chance to answer questions and win prizes. Student Society for Stem Cell Research BLSA-496

Strawberry DNA Extraction
Extract DNA from strawberries and view cells under a microscope. Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences BLSA-189

Strong Bones, Good Health
Protect your bones to secure a strong foundation for life. Tips, info, and nutrition advice. Osteoporosis Center, Division of Endocrinology, Metabolism and Nutrition, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-275

Stuffed Animal Check-Up
Get a health exam for your favorite stuffed, furry friend from Rutgers medical students and volunteers. Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP), Office of Community Health, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-558

Supply Chain Toss
Play a game of bean bag toss to learn more about the supply chain. Rutgers University Supply Chain Association BLSA-579

Sweet and Salty
Taste jam made by student gourmands and served on saltine crackers. Culinary Club BLSA-727

Take a Photo, Make a Difference
Start snapping! Every time you donate a photo, Johnson & Johnson donates $1 to support scholarships for Rutgers students in the health sciences. Rutgers 250 Office BLSA-534

The Boggs Center Disability Trivia Prize Wheel
Test your disability knowledge in our family-friendly trivia game. The Boggs Center on Developmental Disabilities BLSA-180

The Colorful World of Proteins
Check out a larger-than-life exploration of the structural world of proteins, featuring a color-filled exhibit of fabulous fluorescent proteins. Quantitative Biomedicine Graduate Student Organization (QBGSO) BLSA-538

Rutgers Utilities: Energy and Sustainability
See how Rutgers reduces its carbon footprint through conservation, renewable energy, and more. Learn how you can, too. University Facilities and Capital Planning BLSA-143

Sand and Scratch Art Station
Demonstrate your artistic flair and take home a masterpiece. Busch Residential Council BLSA-546

Sand Bracelets
What kind of leader are you? Create a sand bracelet with colors that reflect your leadership qualities. Rutgers PBL-Phi Beta Lambda BLSA-502

Scarlet Shark Tank
Spin a word wheel to inspire a business idea and pitch it to the student panel. Return to the booth at the end of the day to learn which pitches earned prizes. Rutgers Entrepreneurial Society BLSA-405

School of Health Related Professions Alumni Association
Meet members and take your best shot at winning fun Rutgers prizes. School of Health Related Professions Alumni Association BLSA-695

Sewing with Enactus
Make coin purses, friendship bracelets, and other fun items from leftover fabrics while learning how to put “waste” to good use. Enactus of Rutgers University BLSA-422

Sink Your Teeth into This!
Get tips for improving oral health care from dental students and educators. Department of Allied Dental Education, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-688

Skills of a Surgeon?
Steady! Test your surgical skills using a popular game. Alpha Epsilon Delta, National Premedical Honor Society BLSA-292

Slow Breathing for Better Health
Get instruction on slow breathing and learn how it improves heart rate, blood pressure, substance cravings, and more. Department of Psychiatry, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School, and Center of Alcohol Studies BLSA-476

Solutions for Our Energy Future
Learn why Rutgers is at the forefront of alternative energy research, with expertise in science, engineering, economics, and policy. Rutgers Energy Institute BLSA-382

STEM + Arts = STEAM
Explore the role of art and design in the STEM fields, with colorful, chemoluminescent activities. STEAM (STEM + Arts) Club BLSA-516

Stem Cell Trivia Toss
Get three balls in a bucket for a chance to answer questions and win prizes. Student Society for Stem Cell Research BLSA-496

Strawberry DNA Extraction
Extract DNA from strawberries and view cells under a microscope. Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences BLSA-189

Strong Bones, Good Health
Protect your bones to secure a strong foundation for life. Tips, info, and nutrition advice. Osteoporosis Center, Division of Endocrinology, Metabolism and Nutrition, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-275

Stuffed Animal Check-Up
Get a health exam for your favorite stuffed, furry friend from Rutgers medical students and volunteers. Homeless and Indigent Population Health Outreach Project (HIPHOP), Office of Community Health, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School BLSA-558

Supply Chain Toss
Play a game of bean bag toss to learn more about the supply chain. Rutgers University Supply Chain Association BLSA-579

Sweet and Salty
Taste jam made by student gourmands and served on saltine crackers. Culinary Club BLSA-727

Take a Photo, Make a Difference
Start snapping! Every time you donate a photo, Johnson & Johnson donates $1 to support scholarships for Rutgers students in the health sciences. Rutgers 250 Office BLSA-534

The Boggs Center Disability Trivia Prize Wheel
Test your disability knowledge in our family-friendly trivia game. The Boggs Center on Developmental Disabilities BLSA-180

The Colorful World of Proteins
Check out a larger-than-life exploration of the structural world of proteins, featuring a color-filled exhibit of fabulous fluorescent proteins. Quantitative Biomedicine Graduate Student Organization (QBGSO) BLSA-538

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
The Community Living Education Project
Learn about services for those who work with and care for the developmentally disabled. Department of Health Systems and Policy, School of Public Health BLSA-254

The Fab Lab
Test your lab IQ and learn fabulous laboratory facts. Medical Laboratory Sciences Program, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-686

The Science behind Sci-Fi Movies
Identify quotes from your favorite science-fiction movies, then find out the facts and myths behind them. Molecular Biology and Biochemistry Society BLSA-510

The Smile Wheel
Spin the prize wheel, play bean bag toss, and win toothy prizes. Get dental hygiene tips from student dentists-to-be. Pre-dental Society of Rutgers University BLSA-716

The Yuk and Yum of Chemistry
Learn about the role chemistry plays in your life, from keeping things clean to making ice cream. New Jersey Center for Biomaterials, Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-430

Understanding Autism
Answer questions about autism and learn about research conducted by the New Jersey Language and Autism Genetics Study. Department of Genetics BLSA-383

Wellness Trivia
Win fun prizes while learning to take good care of your mind. Department of Psychiatric Rehabilitation and Counseling, School of Health Related Professions BLSA-685

Women in Computer Science Showcase
Have fun with kid-friendly computer science activities and admire projects by Rutgers women. Women in Computer Science BLSA-590

Life Sciences Area
Programs listed by start time
10 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 11 a.m., 11:30 a.m., 12 p.m., 12:30 p.m., 1 p.m.

Hope for Recovery from Spinal Cord Injury
Tour the world-class Keck Center, where cutting-edge research is bringing hope to people who are paralyzed. W.M. Keck Center for Collaborative Neuroscience, Stem Cell Research Center, Department of Cell Biology and Neuroscience BLSA-364

10 a.m., 12 p.m., 2 p.m.
See the Chemistry Department
Wright Riemann Laboratories
Get an insider’s tour of selected laboratories and facilities. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-434

11 a.m., 11:30 a.m., 12 p.m., 12:30 p.m., 1 p.m., 1:30 p.m., 2 p.m.
Stunning 3-D Visual Illusions
Science and Engineering Resource Center, room 111
You won’t believe your eyes! Marvel at the hollow-mask illusion and other mind-blowing tricks. Learn how illusions relate to brain research. (25 minutes) Center for Cognitive Science and Department of Biomedical Engineering BLSA-156

11 a.m., 1 p.m., 3 p.m.
Chemistry: Seriously? Should You Be Doing That?
Wright Riemann Laboratories Auditorium
Oooh and aah at the thrills and spills of chemical experiments. Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology BLSA-432

11:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m., 1:30 p.m.
Jersey Roots, Cosmic Reach
Physics and Astronomy Building, room 401
Marvel at exciting discoveries made by Rutgers astronomers: planets, stars, galaxies, and the history of the universe. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-545

12 p.m. – 2 p.m.
Pheel the Physics!
Physics Lecture Hall
Spinning stools and singing bowls: feel various physics phenomena through fun, hands-on activities. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-369

1 p.m., 2 p.m.
Inside the Cell Bank
Explore the largest university-based cell and DNA repository in the world. Rutgers University Cell and DNA Repository-Infinite Biologics BLSA-359

2 p.m.
Phenomenal Faraday Physics
Physics Lecture Hall
Laugh, learn, and discover the excitement of science in this popular show for all ages, featuring an exploding hydrogen balloon, a fire extinguisher rocket, and a man on a bed of nails. Department of Physics and Astronomy BLSA-370

Stadium Area
Programs listed by start time
12 p.m.
Rutgers Women’s Lacrosse vs. Michigan*
Come cheer the Scarlet Knights in their final home game of the season.
*Admission required for this Big Ten event. Rutgers Athletics BS-314

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Bishop House Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Air Force ROTC
Meet members and learn about the opportunities offered to future leaders. Air Force ROTC CABH-222

Ballroom Dancing Showcase
Cha-cha, rumba, jive: Admire the artistry of the Rutgers ballroom dancing team or learn a few steps yourself. Rutgers Ballroom Team CABH-639

Beading with the Omegas
Get creative at our beading station and learn more about St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. Omega Phi Chi Multicultural Sorority CABH-207

Birthright Israel
Learn about heritage trips to Israel organized by Rutgers Hillel. Rutgers Hillel CABH-317

Car Club Chaos
Stoner Parking Lot
Watch as club members tear down an engine block. Ask questions and test your car knowledge. Rutgers University Car Club CABH-513

Check Your Privilege
Spin wheels to simulate the global distribution of wealth and opportunity. Learn about steps that can be taken to eradicate extreme poverty. ONE Campaign at Rutgers CABH-575

Daily Targum Trivia
Test your knowledge of Rutgers’ student-run newspaper for prizes and candy. The Daily Targum CABH-225

Dim Sum Matching Game
Flip and match the cards to show off your dim sum smarts. Rutgers Cantonese Club CABH-598

Discover Demarest Hall
Tour Demarest Hall and learn about this special-interest community for students seeking a socially open and accepting living space. Demarest Hall CABH-485

Face Painting with FIMRC
Stop by for water tattoos, stickers, glitter tattoos, and face painting. Foundation for International Medical Relief of Children CABH-411

Fears vs. Dreams
Write down your biggest fear or your greatest dream. Share your words with others. To Write Love on Her Arms, Rutgers Chapter CABH-539

Fight Alzheimer’s with Sigma Kappa
Have fun while learning more about the Alzheimer’s Association. Prizes, photo booth, and a memory matching game. Sigma Kappa Sorority-Zeta Phi Chapter CABH-208

International Games for Families
Play games from around the world and learn about a group that supports international women at Rutgers. International Women’s Group CABH-498

It’s Storytime
Share and reenact a memorable story from your life, and have your photo taken and shared on the TEDx Rutgers Facebook page in hopes of inspiring others. TEDx Rutgers University CABH-781

Jesus Sandals
Visit a craft table and henna station. Make a flower crown or pick up printed Bible verses. Water and snacks, too! Worship House CABH-494

Kids C.A.F.E.
Make a friendly greeting card to share with a child here in New Brunswick or in Sierra Leone, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, and Colombia. G.O.Y.A. Project CABH-493

Kodenkan Jujitsu
Stop by for a lesson in this self-defense system that challenges your mind, body, and spirit. Kodenkan Jujitsu Club CABH-335

Learn Irish Step Dancing
Put your best foot forward! Club members teach visitors the basics of Irish dance. Irish Dance Club CABH-289

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Naval ROTC Rutgers/Princeton
Learn about the NROTC unit representing midshipmen from Rutgers and Princeton.
Naval ROTC Rutgers/Princeton CABH-368

New Jersey Suicide Prevention Hopeline
Learn how this free, confidential, 24-hour hotline offers support and referrals to all New Jerseysans experiencing crises.
University Behavioral Health Care CABH-159

People to People
Decorate a paper person to add to a paper people chain representing the cultures of the world. People to People International CABH-706

Poem in Your Pocket Day
Epic games, poetical prizes, lyrical lemonade: Help society members (belatedly) celebrate this April 21 national showcase of poetry.
Sigma Tau Delta International English Honor Society CABH-380

Politics on the Banks
Find out how you can get involved in the 2016 presidential election: register to vote, learn about volunteer opportunities, and more. Rutgers University Democrats CABH-634

Project Sunshine Craft Station
Join students for family-friendly hand crafts and face painting fun. Project Sunshine CABH-630

RU Atelier’s Craft Table
Make a dreamcatcher with Rutgers students who share an interest in clothing design, dorm décor, and lifestyle crafts. RU Atelier CABH-443

RU Cookie Smart?
Spin the wheel to answer trivia questions about Girl Scouts and Rutgers. What prize did you win? Troop RU CABH-308

RU Money Smart?
Play trivia games, ask questions about financing education, and learn about the Rutgers Financial Literacy Program. Office of Financial Aid CABH-385

Rutgers China Care Club
Learn what students are doing to support disadvantaged children in China. Rutgers China Care Club CABH-285

Rutgers Persian Club
Meet members of a student group that promotes the appreciation of Persian culture at Rutgers. Persian Cultural Club CABH-325

Rutgers Veg Society
Find out how this student group supports vegetarianism, veganism, and animal rights. Veg Society CABH-336

Soak Up the Sun
Soak up the sun with Summer Session and learn about our program offerings, including the latest RU at the Shore initiative. Join in the fun with boardwalk-themed games, free prizes, and more! Office of Summer and Winter Session CABH-282

Support for Wounded Warriors
Learn about the sacrifices servicemen and women make for our country and donate to the Wounded Warrior Project. Rutgers University College Republicans CABH-742

Talk Nerdy to Me
Take an aptitude test, post your dreams on a dream board, and talk with student scholars about career goals. National Society of Collegiate Scholars CABH-576

Temporary Tattoo Station
Show off your spirit with a colorful (albeit temporary) tattoo, and learn more about the Bioethics Society. Rutgers Bioethics Society CABH-482

The Anthologist Literary Magazine
Discover Rutgers’ oldest literary magazine, cultivating the printable art form since 1927. The Anthologist Literary Magazine CABH-179

The Crossroads of Art and Medicine
Join club members in arts and crafts projects that demonstrate the benefits of art therapy in human health and happiness. Rutgers Art in Medicine Society CABH-730

Turkish Cultural Festival
Paint tiles, try calligraphy, sample baklava, and enjoy the beauty of Turkish culture. Rutgers Turkish Student Association CABH-637

WITI: Women in Information Technology and Informatics
Learn about a group that empowers women in technology through skill building, networking, and mentorship. Women in Information Technology and Informatics CABH-567

WRSU Live from Rutgers Day
WRSU-FM is one of the oldest college radio stations in the nation. Stop by to hear a live broadcast from Rutgers Day. WRSU CABH-779

Yoga and Reiki Showcase
Learn how yoga and reiki can improve your well-being, mind, body, and soul. Free sessions and demonstrations. Rutgers Yoga and Reiki Club CABH-403

Community Zone Area
Programs listed by start time
11 a.m.; 1 p.m.
Revitalized and Revolutionary:
New Brunswick, Rutgers, Johnson
& Johnson, and New Brunswick Theological Seminary
New Brunswick Theological Seminary, Mast Chapel
Enjoy a presentation of over 400 historic pictures of the ever-changing city and campus and learn about the roles of Johnson & Johnson and the New Brunswick Theological Seminary. Office of the Dean, Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy CACZ-462

2 p.m.
Big Questions: Rutgers Faculty and Alumni in Conversation
New Brunswick Theological Seminary, Hageman Hall
Hear experts discuss popular topics of the day including black holes, the presidential campaign, and homeland security. School of Arts and Sciences CABH-375

Old Queens Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
New Jersey’s Geological Time Machine
Travel through the natural history of our state: dinosaurs, mastodons, minerals—even a mummy!—are on the itinerary. Hands-on activity stations for kids. Geology Museum CACZ-390

Rutgers Historical Characters
Meet six notable characters from Rutgers history, portrayed by professional and student actors. Department of Theater CACZ-173

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
School of Arts and Sciences: Tent of Big Ideas

The School of Arts and Sciences has a big presence on Rutgers Day! Experience the breadth and depth of Rutgers’ largest school at the tent on the Voorhees Mall. Don’t miss our short, thought-provoking presentations from distinguished faculty on topics that cover the spectrum of arts and sciences.

- The theology of Bruce Springsteen
- Autism and language impairment: a genetic link
- The DNA of cancer
- Migration across the Americas

Explore our 30+ events. Fan out across all campuses to see the amazing diversity of the school’s disciplines: physics demonstrations, art masterpiece souvenir photos, a trés bon French cheese sampler and more.

Pick up a School of Arts and Sciences passport for a prize. Visit the school’s programs, collect two or more stamps, and bring your stamped passport to the Arts and Sciences Tent of Big Ideas to receive a free, limited-edition Arts and Sciences T-shirt to wear with pride.

Scarlet Headquarters
Set a time to meet up with classmates and friends at Scarlet HQ: refreshments, photo booth, class-year buttons, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association CAOQ-214

Old Queens Area
Programs listed by start time
1 p.m.
Alumni Interfaith Memorial Chapel Service
Kirkpatrick Chapel
Be inspired by the rich traditions of song and prayer at Rutgers, in a vibrant service of thanksgiving, celebration, and remembrance.
Rutgers University Alumni Association CAOQ-247

Student Center Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Brain Surgery for/on Dummies
Get certified to practice neurosurgery—on Jello brains! Real Rutgers brain surgeons teach you how. Department of Neurosurgery, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-216

C.A.F.E. de Colombia
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
Discover the culture and history of Colombia and meet club members. Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-731

Celebration of Science for Kids
Kids make DNA and other fun stuff with hands-on lab experiments. Child Health Institute of New Jersey, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-297

Create a Healthier You
Learn about better health through infection prevention, healthy eating, good dental hygiene, and more. Eric B. Chandler Health Center CASCA-342

Face Painting and Crafts at the CLAC
Try out some traditional Latino and Latin American crafts, plus face painting for kids. Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-595

Fiesta Latina!
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
Celebrate the scholarship, public service, and leadership accomplishments of Latino student organizations at Rutgers. Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-593

Genetics and Family Health History
Learn about the impact of genetics on health and the importance of examining your family. Perinatal Genetics, Division of Clinical Genetics, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-267

Goldfish Races
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
Which fish will swish to the finish? Perhaps yours! Lambda Theta Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc., Epsilon Chapter CASCA-407

Hands-On Heart Surgery
Try your hand at open heart surgery under the guidance of the Rutgers Cardiac Surgical Team and learn the basics of the circulatory system, a cardiopulmonary bypass, and the journey of a cardiac surgery patient. Division of Cardiothoracic Surgery, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-220

Innovation in Prosthetics and Orthotics
View videos and demonstrations to learn how modern artificial limbs and other rehabilitative devices are transforming lives. View prosthetics on display and see how they are used. Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Robert Wood Johnson Medical School CASCA-601

Latino Artists in New Jersey
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
View artworks by Latino artists who have worked at Rutgers, either as students or in residencies. This exhibit honors their donations to the center’s permanent collection.
Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-592

Latinos at Rutgers
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
Check out an exhibition showcasing the history and accomplishments of the Latino community at Rutgers. Center for Latino Arts and Culture CASCA-596

Live Your Dreams
Center for Latino Arts and Culture
Write your dreams and goals on a giant chalkboard, then take home a photo as a lifelong reminder. Sigma Lambda Upsilon/Senoritas Latinas Unidas Sorority, Inc. CASCA-517

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Rutgers: Still Revolutionary
Visit the Rutgers 250 tent in the center of Voorhees Mall, and walk through 250 years of Rutgers history with our interactive timeline columns. Test your knowledge of Rutgers and win a prize.

Student Center Area
Programs listed by start time
10:30 a.m.
Rutgers Day and Alumni Weekend Parade
Encourage Rutgers alumni, cheerleaders, and Scarlet Knight as they make their way down College Avenue. The parade would not be complete without the Rutgers Marching Band, which performs on Hamilton Street at the conclusion of the parade. Rutgers University Alumni Association and Office of Community Affairs CASCA-209

Voorhees Mall Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
A4Effort: Improv Comedy
Share a laugh with Rutgers’ premier long- and short-form comedy troupe, funny since 2005! A4Effort Improv Troupe CAVM1-486

Addressing ADHD Interventions
Find out about tools and tactics to address attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. Graduate School of Education CAVM3-771

All the World’s Our Stage
Enjoy a multimedia performance exhibition by theater students and faculty, with props, costumes, scenes, and readings. Department of Theater CAVM3-158

Are You Interested in World Travel?
Speak with students who have studied abroad in various countries. RU Global Network CAVM2-570

Around the World in 80 Seconds
How many countries can you find in 80 seconds? Play a game or get your photo taken at a famous international landmark. Center for Global Programs and Relations CAVM2-635

Art Detective Scavenger Hunt
Solve the puzzles in the museum’s galleries to win prizes! Fun for the whole family. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-245

Be Your Own Masterpiece
Immortalize yourself with a Mona Lisa smile or an Edvard Munch scream. Take home a souvenir photo. Department of Art History CAVM1-184

Building a Public History: Rutgers and New Jersey
Explore exhibits documenting little-known but critical episodes in Rutgers and New Jersey history. Department of History CAVM2-195

Bullying Prevention in Our Schools
Take a stand against bullying: videos, brochures, and expert discussion geared toward K–12 students and parents. Department of Educational Psychology CAVM3-142

Child Study Labs
Kids are invited to become a junior scientist through hands-on activities. Learn about how your child explores and discovers the world around them! Child Study Center, Department of Psychology, Rutgers–Newark CAVM1-392

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Color Your Day with NJSEA
Kids get colorful with education students: face painting, coloring pages, and crayons. New Jersey Student Education Association at Rutgers CAVM3-389

Commencement Shout-Outs
Murray Hall, room 115
Graduating students: Videotape special messages to friends and family; see them at commencement on the stadium’s Jumbotron. University Commencement, Office of the Secretary CAVM1-745

Continuing Professional Development Showcase
Discover the many lifelong learning opportunities at Rutgers, for individuals and organizations. Center for Continuing Professional Development CAVM1-312

Crafts and Culture with the Asian American Cultural Center
Join us for crafts, culture, and games, and meet famous paper cutter Master Cheng. Asian American Cultural Center CAVM2-185

Create Your Own Stress Relief
Relax! Get expert tips about reducing stress while kids create a colorful mask. School of Social Work CAVM2-188

Drawing Marathon
Leave your mark during a special 250th anniversary-inspired art marathon. Department of Visual Arts CAVM1-563

Europe Day at Rutgers Day
Check out videos, quizzes, and giveaways that highlight Rutgers’ involvement with the European Union. Center for European Studies CAVM2-529

Explore 250 Years of Rutgers History
Learn about the 250-year history of Rutgers University. Go on a scavenger hunt and win a prize! Office of Community Affairs CAVM1-172

Exploring Language
Talk the talk with videos, games, demonstrations, and trivia contests showcasing the world of language. Department of Linguistics CAVM2-223

Fromage Frenzy
Challenge your palate at our French cheese-tasting test. Department of French CAVM4-400

Globalize Your Senses
Experience a world of sensation—sight, smell, touch, taste, and sound—through globally themed activities. Center for Global Services CAVM3-633

Green Screen Getaway
Voorhees Hall, room 105
Pose for a customized picture against a green screen and bring home a keepsake print. Office of Information Technology CAVM1-301

Heads Up! The RU SC&I Edition
Play a Rutgers version of this fun guessing game. Five correct answers win a prize. School of Communication and Information CAVM3-320

Health and Wellness at Rutgers
Play games, ask questions, and learn about health and wellness services provided to the Rutgers community. Rutgers Health Services, Rutgers Recreation, and Rutgers Office for Violence Prevention and Victim Assistance CAVM3-234

I Am Art: Face Painting
Become a living work of art! Butterflies, dinosaurs, “R” for Rutgers...these are a few of your colorful options. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVM1-244

Imagination in Action
Everyone’s an artist! Enjoy youth performances and exhibits as well as hands-on art activities. 4-H Youth Development CAVM1-256

ITI Council Bean Bag Toss
Give it your best shot! Toss bean bags into a giant iPhone cutout. Information Technology and Informatics Council CAVM3-504

Learning about Learning
These fun and educational activities—for kids and adults alike—will get you thinking about learning. Rutgers Learning Centers CAVM1-365

Learning through Dance
Watch—or join in—a show demonstrating how concepts in poetry, math, and science can be taught through dance. Graduate School of Education CAVM3-773

Learning through Improvisation and Play
Immerse yourself in creative games and improvisations that use the body and the voice to explore and learn. Graduate School of Education CAVM3-770

Libraries into the Future
Stop by for a prize wheel, children’s reading tent, and other library-themed fun. Rutgers University Libraries CAVM1-250

Lifelong Learning with OLLI-RU
Learn about our noncredit personal enrichment courses for older adults, ages 50 and up. Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI-RU) CAVM1-293

Make and Take a Story
Act out a story using puppets that you will make yourself. Take the puppets home. Department of Learning and Teaching, Center for Literacy Development CAVM3-190

Make Your Own Rutgers Day Diploma with Undergraduate Admissions
Make your own festive Rutgers Day diploma. A Rutgers Day dignitary will be on hand for all your “graduation” photos! Office of Undergraduate Admissions CAVM3-774

Marathon Reading of The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
Listen—or take a turn—as literature lovers of all ages stage a continuous reading of L. Frank Baum’s beloved tale. Department of English CAVM3-219

Community Zones
Explore displays on each campus hosted by local community organizations. Activities include dance demonstrations, voter registration, games, and crafts.

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Hunt dinosaurs, rocks, and minerals to unravel the history of New Jersey through hands-on educational activities. **Geology Museum** CAVM1-391

**Pasta 250**

Mangia! Celebrate Italian language, history, and food, exploring 250 pasta shapes and making carbo-creations. **Department of Italian** CAVM2-299

**Philosophy Café**

Match wits in a chess game or philosophical discussion over coffee or lemonade. **Department of Philosophy; Philosophy Club; Phi Sigma Tau; and Arete Philosophy Journal** CAVM3-260

**Political Photo Op**

Pose with your favorite (lifelike) political figure. Lincoln, Reagan, or Obama? Trump, Clinton, or Cruz? **Department of Political Science** CAVM3-437

**Postcards from Abroad**

Create a postcard that imagines the study abroad experience of your dreams. **Center for Global Education** CAVM3-632

**Puppet Stories**

Create your own puppet character. Join us for live puppet shows at 10:30 a.m., 12 p.m., and 1:30 p.m. **Department of English** CAVM1-217

**R Garden**

Visit our interactive art installation made of block R sculptures decorated by various departments, and then decorate your own R! **Office of Community Affairs** CAVM2-176

**R Garden Cupcake Display**

Stop by the R Garden to taste an R cupcake. **Dining Services** CAVM1-241

**Regional Best-Sellers from Rutgers University Press**

Browse books about our great state and surrounding region, and take a chance to win $100 worth of books. **Rutgers University Press** CAVM2-305

**Revitalized and Revolutionary: New Brunswick and Rutgers**

See some of the more than 400 historic pictures illustrating the economic transformations that have led to today’s 21st-century postindustrial city as well as other projects of the Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy. **Office of the Dean, Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning and Public Policy** CAVM3-463

**Revolutionary Economics**

Discover the revolutionary impact of Rutgers economists over the past 250 years. Exhibit and hands-on fun. **Department of Economics and ODE—the International Economics Honor Society** CAVM1-311

**RU Secure?**

Test your knowledge of information protection and security. Correct answers win a prize. **Office of Information Technology—Information Protection and Security** CAVM3-296

**Rutgers Athletics: Sports Clinics and More**

Up your game in sports clinics led by Rutgers student-athletes. Meet the Scarlet Knight and get a tattoo or your face painted. Pick up schedule posters, ticket info, and Scarlet swag, too. **Rutgers Athletics** CAVM2-449

**Rutgers Ethics Heroes**

Extra! Extra! Read all about it! Get your photo superimposed on a mock newspaper. **Office of Enterprise Risk Management, Ethics, and Compliance** CAVM3-338

**Rutgers Magazine**

Appear on the cover of Rutgers Magazine via various fun cut-outs. Meet the editor and art director of Rutgers Magazine and get free copies of current and past issues. **Department of University Communications and Marketing** CAVM2-804

**SAS EOF Superheroes**

Make your own superhero masks while learning about the success of our super students. **School of Arts and Sciences Educational Opportunity Fund Program** CAVM2-182

**SC&I’s RU250 Celebration**

Party on Rutgers’ 250th birthday: pop balloons, write on our wish wall, win a goodie bag! **School of Communication and Information** CAVM3-318

**Saint Peter’s Free Health Screening**

Visit our Community Mobile Health Unit for free blood pressure and blood sugar screening, plus other health information. **Saint Peter’s Healthcare System** CAVM1-766

**Saint Peter’s Teddy Bear Clinic**

Bring your teddy bear and play doctor. A pediatrician will answer your questions. **Saint Peter’s Healthcare System** CAVM1-763

**Short-Film Showcase**

Milledoler Hall, room 100
Come watch the two animated short films club members spent all year making! **Rutgers Animation Club** CAVM3-343

**Spin for the Inn**

Spin the wheel to win a free overnight stay at Rutgers’ only on-campus hotel. **Rutgers University Inn and Conference Center** CAVM1-231

**Step into Beijing Opera**

Dress up as a Beijing Opera star, get a Chinese character tattoo, or try your hand at writing Chinese characters. **Confucius Institute of Rutgers University** CAVM2-157

**Superhero for a Day**

Create a mask that reflects your superhero alter ego (and your hopes and dreams). **Rutgers Future Scholars dReam Team** CAVM1-646

---

**Revitalized and Revolutionary: New Brunswick, Rutgers, Johnson & Johnson, and New Brunswick Theological Seminary**

Trace New Brunswick’s history at this special Rutgers University–New Brunswick Chancellor’s program in the New Brunswick Theological Seminary at 11 a.m. and 1 p.m.

---

**Have a question?** Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Rutgers on Parade

At 10:30 a.m., be sure to see the Rutgers Day and Alumni Parade as it makes its way from the College Avenue Gym toward Old Queens. Cheer on the Old Guard as they join new alumni along with Immaculata High School Spartan Marching Band, Rutgers Marching Scarlet Knights, Rutgers cheerleaders, a fife and drum ensemble and, of course, the Scarlet Knight mascot. Catch trinkets and see 250 years of Rutgers history come to life with the appearance of characters from our revolutionary past. Line the route along College Avenue and Voorhees Mall for prime viewing. Stick around for a performance from the Rutgers Marching Scarlet Knights on Hamilton Street at the conclusion of the parade. Fun for everyone.

Supporting LGBTQA Communities
Make human-sized bubbles and learn about Rutgers programs for LGBTQA students.
Center for Social Justice Education and LGBT Communities CAVM2-404

Sustainable Rutgers
Discover how Rutgers leads the way to a sustainable future, through recycling, renewable power, green cleaning, and more.
Environmental Services CAVM1-758

Tent of Big Ideas
The School of Arts and Sciences has a big presence on Rutgers Day! Experience the breadth and depth of Rutgers’ largest school. Don’t miss our short, thought-provoking presentations from distinguished faculty on topics that cover the spectrum of arts and sciences. Pick up a passport, collect two or more stamps from the school’s programs, and win a t-shirt. School of Arts and Sciences CAVM1-561

The Clothesline Exhibit
View more than 400 T-shirts designed by members of the Rutgers community to honor victims of interpersonal violence.
Office for Violence Prevention and Victim Assistance CAVM3-183

Honors College Courtyard
Tour the new building, enjoy displays and creative hands-on activities, and learn about student projects, signature programs, and life at the Honors College. Rutgers–New Brunswick Honors College CAVM3-691

Understanding School Finance Inequities
Learn about differences in education funding throughout the country. Where does your child’s school fall? Graduate School of Education CAVM3-772

World of Languages
Discover a new language or practice your language skills with faculty and students from many Rutgers units. GAIA Centers; Department of African, Middle Eastern and South Asian Languages and Literatures; Department of Asian Languages and Cultures; Department of Italian; Department of Spanish and Portuguese; Rutgers Lingua; and RUBilingual CAVM3-631

Voorhees Mall Area
Programs listed by start time
10:30 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 1:30 p.m.
Puppet Stories
Join us for live puppet shows. Department of English CAVM1-217

11 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Become an Artist
Zimmerli Art Museum
Create a masterpiece inspired by artworks in the Zimmerli’s exhibitions. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-243

11 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Play with Your Food
Zimmerli Art Museum
Don’t eat your vegetables—print with them! Explore printmaking using veggies as stamps.
Brodsky Center CAVZ-253

11 a.m. – 12 p.m.
Rutgers Children’s Choir and Scarlet Singers
Zimmerli Art Museum
Enjoy a performance by the talented Rutgers Children’s Choir and Scarlet Singers. Mason Gross Extension Division CAVZ-445

11 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 1 p.m.; 2 p.m.
The Collaborative Kitchen
Make healthy snacks, take pictures with your fave veggies, and join a community sing-along about health and wellness. The Collaborative Center for Community-Based Research and Service CAVM1-589

11 a.m.; 12 p.m.; 2 p.m.
Gallery Discovery Tours
Zimmerli Art Museum
Get a V.I.P. look at highlights of the museum’s collections as docents lead small group tours. Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-246

11:30 a.m.
Fun with Physics Experiments
Explore some of science’s crazier ideas in a show that features magnets, electricity, and experiments on roller blades. Physics Education Program, Graduate School of Education CAVM3-769

12 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Caricatures: The Funny Side of Art
Zimmerli Art Museum
Your portrait for posterity—or just for fun? Sit for a caricature artist and see yourself in a whole new light! Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum CAVZ-242

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Cook/Douglass Campus

Farm Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

Animal Science BBQ ✨
Purchase tasty BBQ items to support this club. Society of Animal Science CDF-780

Ask the State Climatologist ✨
Visit with climate experts and ask about New Jersey’s recent extreme weather. Learn how you can sign up to be a precipitation observer. Office of the New Jersey State Climatologist CDF-499

Circulation Tank ✨
What drives motion at the bottom of the ocean? Find out—and get wet! Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-309

DCH Toyota Car Showcase ✨
Kick the wheels! Check out a brand-new vehicle, thanks to RU250 sponsor DCH Toyota. Rutgers 250th Anniversary Office CDF-755

Jersey Coast Touch Tank ✨
Get up close and personal with some fascinating New Jersey marine species. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-303

Jersey Shore Sand Box ✨
Search for shells in the sand and learn about Jersey Shore marine life. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-307

Meet the Mounted Patrol ✨
Tour the barn, admire the horses, and speak with the student riders. Kids, ride a hobby horse or try out a saddle. University Public Safety, CSO Division CDF-551

NJ State 4-H Dog Show ✨
Skelley Field
Cheer on 4-H members and their dogs as they compete in showmanship, obedience, agility, and other contests. Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDF-237

People Puzzles ✨
Uncover fun facts about what people do, think, and feel (and why!). Department of Sociology CDF-261

Petting Zoo ✨
Round Barn
Spend some quality time with our baby farm animals, including kids, lambs, and piglets. Veterinary Science Club CDF-196

R Cupcake Display ✨
Celebrate Rutgers’ 250th anniversary and taste an R cupcake created by Rutgers Dining Services. Dining Services CDF-240

Revolutionary Résumés and Career Coloring Pages ✨
Bring your printed résumé to be reviewed by Career Services experts. The younger crowd can enjoy career coloring pages! University Career Services—New Brunswick CDF-602

Rutgers Habitat for Humanity Campus Build ✨
Lot 98B
Celebrate with student builders as they put the final touches on their barrier-free garage. Rutgers University Habitat for Humanity CDF-484

Rutgers Meteorology Club ✨
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Let’s talk about the weather! Watch weather experiments and meet club members. Rutgers Meteorology Club CDF-274

RU-tv WeatherWatcher ✨
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
Tour the studio, meet the weather bear, and watch student forecasters at work. RU-tv Network CDF-210

Where to Eat

Neilson Dining Hall, located behind the Eagleton Institute of Politics, serves a full cafeteria-style menu at a special Rutgers Day price of $10.

Douglass Student Center at 100 George Street offers various options.

Harvest Café, located in the Institute for Food, Nutrition, and Health, serves dishes made from whole, minimally processed foods. (open until 2:30 p.m.)

Rutgers student groups are cooking up great eats throughout campus.

Vendors are located across the campus, with a large selection of ethnic cuisine at the New Jersey Folk Festival.

Scarlet Headquarters for Alumni ✨
Skelley Field
Set a time to meet up with classmates and friends at Scarlet HQ: refreshments, photo booth, class-year buttons, and more. Rutgers University Alumni Association CDF-213

Shark Finder ✨
Marine Sciences Building, front lawn
There’s a shark loose on Cook Campus! Help marine biologists find it using scientific equipment and fish-tracking methods. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDF-328

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt ☑️, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Sweets and Treats
Dairy Barn
Purchase yummy baked goods and root beer floats to support travel awards for graduate students. Endocrinology and Animal Biosciences Graduate Student Organization CDLBA-585

The Wildlife Society Rutgers Student Chapter
Meet students creating a better future for wildlife and natural habitats. The Wildlife Society Rutgers Student Chapter CDLBA-329

Volcanoes of the Deep Sea and Atlantic Crossing
Marine Sciences Building, Phillip Alampi Seminar Room
Catch continuous showings of these award-winning films, featuring oceanographic exploits and discoveries. Oceanography Graduate Student Association CDLBA-337

Your Baby’s Brain
Calling all baby scientists! Bring your little ones to build sand castles and play with bubbles while you learn about infant brain development. Infancy Studies Laboratory-Center for Molecular and Behavioral Neuroscience CDLBA-533

Farm Area
Programs listed by start time
1 p.m.; 2 p.m.
High-Speed Horses
Red Barn
Watch a horse run on a high-speed treadmill, and learn about the research and education conducted by the center. Equine Science Center CDLBA-272

Loree Building Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
2016: It’s ALL Politics
Lot 78
Play politics, register to vote, step into a real voting booth, and find out what happens in that big white house! Eagleton Institute of Politics CDLBA-284

Big Dig
Search our mock archaeological dig, and learn how excavation works and how to interpret findings. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-672

Center for Exercise and Aging
Lot 78
Educate yourself about the benefits of active aging and learn at-home exercises for balance, dexterity, and more. Center for Exercise and Aging, Department of Exercise Science and Sport Studies CDLBA-279

Comic Strip Superstars
Loree Computing Center, room 013
Create a comic strip with you as the star and take home a copy! Office of Information Technology CDLBA-345

Diversity Challenge
Learn how humans use language and other cultural traditions—food, clothes, rituals, and more—to forge connections and mark differences. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-671

Douglass Governing Council
Lot 78
Learn how the council coordinates activities to represent students and empower women. Step into the DIY photo booth and email a photo to yourself. Douglass Governing Council CDLBA-414

Located on the lawn of Woodlawn Mansion
Join us to listen to traditional bluegrass, a form of American roots music, stemming from the Irish, Scottish, Welsh, and English settlers of Appalachia. Clap, dance, or sing along to music played on acoustic stringed instruments by masters of the fiddle, five-string banjo, guitar, mandolin, and upright bass.

Craft Path
Indulge in 100 craft tents featuring beautiful handcrafted crafts from all over the Eastern seaboard, including jewelry, baskets, pottery, woodcarving, and home goods. Department of American Studies

Food Vendor Arc
Tempt your taste buds with American favorites, plus the flavors of Italy, Greece, Egypt, Lebanon, and many more from two dozen food vendors! This highlight of the New Jersey Folk Festival is guaranteed to please. Department of American Studies

Heritage Area
Watch skilled artisans create handcrafted pieces while explaining the important cultural and historical significance of their work. Demonstrations include Guatemalan weaving, Norwegian embroidery, African-American hair braiding, and model ship-building. Department of American Studies

Children’s Activities Area
For kids of all ages, and the young at heart! Play traditional games, take home a complimentary craft, get your face painted, or compete in a pie-eating contest. Department of American Studies

Celebrate Our Bluegrass Showcase at the New Jersey Folk Festival

Craft Path
Indulge in 100 craft tents featuring beautiful handcrafted crafts from all over the Eastern seaboard, including jewelry, baskets, pottery, woodcarving, and home goods. Department of American Studies

Food Vendor Arc
Tempt your taste buds with American favorites, plus the flavors of Italy, Greece, Egypt, Lebanon, and many more from two dozen food vendors! This highlight of the New Jersey Folk Festival is guaranteed to please. Department of American Studies

Heritage Area
Watch skilled artisans create handcrafted pieces while explaining the important cultural and historical significance of their work. Demonstrations include Guatemalan weaving, Norwegian embroidery, African-American hair braiding, and model ship-building. Department of American Studies

Children’s Activities Area
For kids of all ages, and the young at heart! Play traditional games, take home a complimentary craft, get your face painted, or compete in a pie-eating contest. Department of American Studies

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
DRC Computer Crazy
Lot 78
Play computer games and robotics activities. Fun for all ages! Douglass-DIMACS Computing Corps CDLBA-466

DRC Science Fun
Lot 78
Join our student STEM Ambassadors for fun, hands-on science. Douglass Project for Women in STEM CDLBA-469

DRC-DSRN Tattoo and Sticker Station
Lot 78
Stop by and receive a fun tattoo and stickers, and learn about our organization. Douglass Student Recruitment Network CDLBA-470

Exercise Science and Sport Management Club
Lot 78
Challenge your friends and family in games of speed, dexterity, and strength. Exercise Science and Sport Management Club CDLBA-580

Fossils and Human Evolution
Examine casts of important fossils. Talk with experts about what these casts might say about human evolution. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-673

Green Screen Getaway
Loree Computing Center, room 007
Pose for a customized picture against a green screen, and bring home a keepsake print. Office of Information Technology CDLBA-344

Name That Primate
Lemur, baboon, or chimpanzee? Listen to primate calls and match their sounds to their photos. Explore the primate branch of your family tree. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-668

Primate Face Painting
Let a talented student artist transform you into your favorite primate. Learn about primate conservation, too. Department of Anthropology CDLBA-674

Your Name Here—in Chinese, Japanese, or Korean
Lot 78
Calligraphers help you “spell” your name using a brush and traditional inks. Department of Asian Languages and Cultures CDLBA-251

Passion Puddle Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Boisterous Biochemistry and Marvelous Microbiology
Build your own bug, see microbes in action, and explore how microorganisms change the world. Department of Biochemistry and Microbiology; Rutgers Student Chapter of the American Society for Microbiology; Biochemistry and Microbiology Student Club; Rutgers Association of Toxicology Students CDPP-324

Collegiate 4-H Italian Ice, Hot Dog and Hot Pretzel Stand
Stop by for a sweet and salty treat, or a steaming hot dog in support of the club. Collegiate 4-H Club CDPP-417

Dig It! Soil in the Garden State
Take a trip through the soil tunnel, mix your own soil sample, and play games to learn about healthy soil and healthy plants. Soil Testing Laboratory and Plant Diagnostic Laboratory CDPP-644

EcoGSA Book Sale and Outreach
Browse hundreds of used books and multimedia across all genres; then browse graduate students’ research displays and demonstrations, including bee taxonomy, plant identification, and bats and bat box making. Ecology and Evolution Graduate Student Association CDPP-160

Fire Safety for Dorm Rooms
See simulated fires and learn prevention and escape techniques throughout the day. A live fire demo at 2 p.m. shows how sprinklers save lives. Emergency Services CDPP-333

Food Science Club Ice Cream Sale and Oobleck Demonstration
Marvel at oobleck—Is it a solid? A liquid?—while treating yourself to our ever-popular homemade ice cream. Undergraduate Food Science Club CDPP-155

Food Science Food Bazaar
This traditional BBQ is serving up hamburgers, hot dogs, snacks, and beverages. Food Science Graduate Student Organization CDPP-500

Harvest Restaurant: Eat Well, Live Well
Visit our tent for free samples of delicious, nutritious fare. The Harvest Restaurant will be open for lunch until 2:30. Stop by the incredible Living Wall. New Jersey Institute for Food, Nutrition, and Health CDPP-326

Know Your Limits
Educate yourself about and feel the simulated effects of alcohol intoxication by wearing our “drunk goggles.” Center of Alcohol Studies/RU SURE and Center for Communication and Health Issues/Rutgers University Police Department CDPP-321

Make Memories with Lindley G. Cook 4-H Camp
Talk with staff about the classic experience offered by this Rutgers-run sleep-away camp for youth aged 8–16 in Stokes State Forest. Lindley G. Cook 4-H Camp CDPP-367

Master Gardener Plant Sale
Ask an expert and shop unusual and popular vegetables, fruits, herbs, and flowers. New this year: the Rutgers 250 tomato and Rutgers Scarlet strawberry. Cooperative Extension of Middlesex County CDPP-192

Paper Cup Fish Craft
Make and decorate a finny friend to take home as a souvenir. G.H. Cook Biochemistry and Microbiology Club CDPP-419

Pulled Pork Sandwiches
Feed your hunger or purchase Cook Kid baseball caps and T-shirts. Fraternity of Alpha Zeta CDPP-397

Recycled Children’s Crafts
Don’t throw that away! Turn a water bottle into a piggy bank or a paper towel roll into an octopus friend. Take home a craft made from recycled materials. 4-H Youth Development CDPP-212

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Rutgers Today: Your Source for University News
Learn about Rutgers’ news website and sign up to get the latest headlines delivered to your inbox. University News and Media Relations CDPP-753

Spring Is for Planting
Time to get growing! Ask advice from the experts, purchase plants for your home garden, and browse vendors from our weekly farm market. Rutgers Gardens CDPP-186

Passion Puddle Area
Programs listed by start time

11:30 a.m.
Food Science Alumni Event
Tent behind Food Science Building
Join classmates and friends for light refreshments and an awards ceremony for the late Dr. Libby Stier. Department of Food Science CDPP-346

2 p.m.
Fire Safety for Dorm Rooms
Lipman Hall
See simulated fires and learn prevention and escape techniques throughout the day. View a live fire demo at 2 p.m. to learn how sprinklers save lives. Emergency Services CDPP-333

2:30 p.m.
World’s Largest Egg Toss
Passion Puddle, lawn
The yolk’s on who? With 250 eggs, our anniversary-year egg toss is extra large. Rutgers Recreation CDPP-744

Red Oak Lane Area
All-day programs 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
AJES Cosplay and Prop PhotoOp
Channel your favorite characters with props and costumes. Japanese water balloon yo-yos and yummy baked goods, too! Anime and Japanese Environmental Society CDROL-573

Ask a Landscape Architect
Bring your design challenge to the club’s booth and consult with a graduate student. Plants for sale, too! Landscape Architecture Graduate Student Association CDROL-582

Challenge the Knight!
Hear ye, hear ye! Kids of all ages! Step into the ring and do battle with our armored knight. Scarlet Cross–The Rutgers Medieval Reenactment Society CDROL-471

Climb That Tree
Can you reach the top using a rope ladder and harness? Honk the horn to prove you’re victorious! Outdoors Club CDROL-162

Cockroach Races with Rutgers Entomology
Blake Hall
Marvel at exotic insects and arachnids and have fun with bugs—including our ever-popular cockroach races! Graduate Entomology Student Association CDROL-425

Companion Animal Club
Meet service dogs in training and learn about the club’s goals. Companion Animal Club CDROL-554

Cook Alumni Meet & Greet
Reconnect and remember with your fellow alumni. Share refreshments and laugh over your old yearbook. Cook Community Alumni Association CDROL-281

CROPS Plant Sale
Purchase herbs, veggies, and flowers to grow in your garden to support graduate student researchers. We also provide gardening tips and advice for novice and expert growers! Cook Researchers of Plant Science CDROL-255

Design a Parklet
Transform a humble parking spot into a recreational space—a.k.a. a parklet—using an interactive display. Department of Landscape Architecture CDROL-464

Doctor for a Day
Kids create a handmade doctor’s bag or play Operation for prizes. SEBS Pre-Medical/Pre-Dental Society CDROL-263

Dog Treat Depot
Purchase a homemade treat for your canine companion. Kappa Omicron Nu CDROL-480

Fight the Knight!
Who dares to challenge the Black Knight? Learn basic martial arts techniques; fun and safe for all ages. Martial Arts Club CDROL-442

Fun with the Classics Club
Have some “classic” fun: a mini archaeological dig, reassembling not-so-old vases, and a photo op with a goddess. Classics Club CDROL-269

Garden in a Baggie
Plant a seed and tend a mini-garden. Club members show you how! Students for Environmental Awareness CDROL-520

Go Green with SEBS Governing Council
Pot a plant and get recycling tips. Make your life greener! SEBS Governing Council CDROL-416

Go Green with Green Print
Learn about the most eco-conscious (and mostly online) newspaper on the Rutgers campus. There will be stickers! Green Print CDROL-638

Greenhouse Tour and Plant Sale
Browse a greenhouse full of fabulous finds, including tropical and unusual plants. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology & Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-456

Herpetology 101: Two Facts and a Fake
Guess which statement about reptiles and amphibians is a fact or a fake. Meet live animals and learn pet care tips. Rutgers Herpetology Club CDROL-560

Inside Your Computer
Technicians from Rutgers’ computer repair shop explain the mysterious inner workings of computers. Office of Information Technology CDROL-313

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Leadership through Adventure Learning
Find your inner leader! Meet staff and try out the fun equipment used in leadership-training programs for students. Department of Leadership and Experiential Learning CDROL-760

Mason Gross Student Governing Association
Let us entertain you while you learn more about the programs and events offered by our organization. Mason Gross Student Governing Association CDROL-782

Meet the Intervarsity Community
Get to know a spiritual community seeking change and renewal on campus and around the world. Intervarsity Multi-Ethnic Christian Fellowship CDROL-729

Nutrition Mythbusters
True? Or false? We’re here to bust nutrition myths and confirm food facts. Nutrition Club CDROL-266

Pencils of Promise
Help students raise money to build schools in developing countries like Guatemala, Ghana, and Laos. Pencils of Promise CDROL-588

Pollinator Promotion and Arbor Trail Adoption
Appreciate the role of native pollinating plants in preserving wildlife habitats and learn about the club’s adoption of the Arbor Trail on the Cook/Douglass Campus. Naturalist Club CDROL-565

Primate Protection Project
Learn how primates are endangered by deforestation, climate change, and other human activities. Rutgers University for Primate Conservation CDROL-371

RU Composting
Talk with students about the benefits of composting and the group’s plans to encourage the practice at Rutgers. Composting Interest Group CDROL-761

RU Nutty!
Do you know your nuts? Match them all and win a hazelnut seedling. Learn more about the hazelnut breeding program. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology, Woody Plant Breeding Program CDROL-145

Rutgers Photography Club
Say cheese! Discuss the art of photography and view the work of club members. Rutgers University Photography Club CDROL-452

Rutgers Riot Squad
Show your passion for Rutgers sports with a round of trivia or a pick-up game of soccer. Rutgers Riot Squad CDROL-273

Rutgers Veg Society
Find out how this student group supports vegetarianism, veganism, and animal rights. Veg Society CDROL-549

Save the Bees
Get the latest buzz on the bee crisis and how you can help. Fun activities and prizes, too. NJPIRG Student Chapters CDROL-597

Shelter Questionnaire
Answer questions about shelters and animal welfare to win a dog-shaped stress reliever. Rutgers United for the Welfare of Animals CDROL-334

SORAH Hunger Games
Hands-on activities raise awareness about the prevalent issue of hunger in New Jersey. Student Organized Rutgers Against Hunger CDROL-283

T.I.M.E. for Goodies and Crafts
Partake of drinks and baked goods while enjoying fandom-related games, crafts, and nerd trivia. The Intergalactic and Mystical Enthusiasts CDROL-264

Tree Planting and Pruning
Learn to plant and prune your way to healthy, happy trees. Urban Forestry Program, Department of Ecology, Evolution, and Natural Resources CDROL-409

Test Your Stormwater Knowledge
Test your knowledge about stormwater and receive a free gift. Kids get stickers, coloring books, and environmentally safe temporary tattoos. Learn about Rutgers’ stormwater compliance program and how you can help protect the environment. Rutgers Environmental Health and Safety CDROL-290

The Imaginate Literary Magazine
Design a tablecloth, get a student-designed coloring book, and pick up a copy of our magazine. The Imaginate Literary Magazine CDROL-491

The Myths of Eating Disorders
Play a trivia game to help break the stigmas and stereotypes of eating disorders. Rutgers Eating Disorder Organization CDROL-492

Theater Games with Cabaret Theatre
Have fun with family-friendly theater games led by troupe members. Cabaret Theatre CDROL-353

Turf Club Mini Golf
Fore! Take a turn on a mini-golf putting course that sports real turf—just like the big time. Rutgers Turf Club CDROL-286

Up-cycled Building Technologies
Bigger and better! Learn how tires are being reused to build human infrastructure. Environmental Planning and Design CDROL-221

What Is Landscape Architecture?
Use chalk to describe landscape architecture. Landscape Architecture Club CDROL-481

Wild New Jersey: Wildlife Conservation and Management
Learn about a Rutgers program that works to promote the coexistence of wildlife and humans in New Jersey. Rutgers Cooperative Extension CDROL-322

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Red Oak Lane Area
Programs listed by start time

11:30 a.m.
Carnivorous Plant Tour
Floriculture Greenhouses
Look but don’t touch! Wonder at the amazing ways these plants eat their prey. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology & Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-453

11:30 a.m.
Sketch Out Loud: 250 Sketches
Blake Hall, front entrance
Bring a sketchbook and help celebrate Rutgers 250 and World Landscape Architecture Month with 250 sketches of Cook Campus. Department of Landscape Architecture CDROL-522

12 p.m.
Horticultural Therapy Tour
Floriculture Greenhouses
Explore the role of plants in healing, rehabilitation, and training for individuals with special needs. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology & Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-458

1:30 p.m.
Orchid Tour
Floriculture Greenhouses
See a fabulous collection of orchids, including hundreds of diverse species and exotic hybrids. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology & Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-455

2:30 p.m.
Edible vs. Poisonous
Floriculture Greenhouses
Ever see a macadamia or cashew plant? One nut is near impossible to open, the other is poisonous when raw. Find out about these and other edible and not-so-edible plants on this tour of our collection. Department of Plant Biology and Pathology & Floriculture/Teaching Greenhouse CDROL-454

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
ALUMNI WEEKEND

Reconnect, recharge, and reunite! Alumni Weekend comes together once again with Rutgers Day to offer more opportunities to celebrate your Rutgers connections. On Friday, April 29, and Saturday, April 30, reunite with your classmates and Rutgers family at a series of events presented by the Rutgers University Alumni Association.

Class Dinners, Campus Tours, Alumni Brunch, Beer Tasting, and More!
Recharge after the Rutgers Day and Alumni Parade at the Alumni Brunch on Old Queens Lawn. Reconnect with old friends at your class dinner and a brewery beer tasting. Reunite at the hospitality suite or Old Guard Dinner celebrating the Class of 1966!

Reconnect, Recharge, and Reunite
Looking for a place to meet up with former classmates and friends at Rutgers Day? Reconnect at the Scarlet Headquarters on the Busch, College Avenue, and Cook/Douglass campuses. Take a break from the elements and recharge with refreshments. Pop inside a photo booth for a free souvenir photo, and become part of the Rutgers 250 Mosaic. Grab your class-year button to show your Rutgers pride! Get information on how to sign up for the weekend activities.

Friday Programs
Noon – 4 p.m.
Hospitality Suite
Rutgers Club, Fireside Room

9 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Rutgers Living History Society Annual Meeting and Brunch
College Avenue Student Center

1 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Campus Bus Tour
Leaves from College Avenue Student Center

5 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Old Guard Reception and Dinner Honoring Class of 1966
College Avenue Student Center
Main Lounge and Multipurpose Room

Saturday Programs
10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
Alumni Weekend Registration and Scarlet Headquarters
College Avenue, Winants Hall

10 a.m. – 4 p.m.
RUAA Scarlet Headquarters
Busch Campus
Cook/Douglass Campus

10:30 a.m.
Rutgers Day and Alumni Parade
College Avenue Gym

11 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Alumni Brunch
Old Queens Lawn

1 p.m. – 2 p.m.
Interfaith Memorial Service
Kirkpatrick Chapel

2 p.m. – 4 p.m.
Big Questions: Rutgers Faculty and Alumni in Conversation
New Brunswick Theological Seminary, Hageman Hall Presented by Rutgers College Class of 1961

3:30 p.m. – 7 p.m.
Aresty Dedication and Class of 1951 Dinner
Visitor Center

6 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Classes of 1956 and 1961 Reunion Dinner
Rutgers Club

6 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Class of 1966 Reunion Dinner
Busch Dining Hall, Room AB

6 p.m. – 9 p.m.
Knight at the Brewery
Harvest Moon Brewery

Learn more about the Rutgers University Alumni Association at RAlumni.com

Have a question? Ask anyone in a neon green or neon orange T-shirt 🎉, head over to an information tent, or call 732-445-info (4636).
Thank you for being a part of Rutgers Day!

We would like to express our appreciation to our guests, exhibitors, faculty, staff, students, alumni, and all who helped make this day a success.

Special thanks also to our generous sponsors:

[Sponsors' logos and names]

Media Partners